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Abstract 
The high-resolution absorption spectrum of the 43 band of the 
14
N
16
O2 molecule was 
recorded
 
by CW-Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy between 6575 and 6700 cm
-1
. The 
assignments involve energy levels of the (4,0,1) vibrational state with rotational quantum 
numbers up to Ka = 8 and N = 48. A large majority of the spin-rotation energy levels were 
reproduced within their experimental uncertainty using a theoretical model which takes 
explicitly into account the Coriolis interactions between the spin rotational levels of the 
(4,0,1) vibrational state and those of the (4,2,0) and of (0,9,0) dark states, the anharmonic 
interactions between the (4,2,0) and (0,9,0) states together with the electron spin-rotation 
resonances within the (4,0,1), (4,2,0) and (0,9,0) states. Precise vibrational energies, 
rotational, spin-rotational, and coupling constants were determined for the {(4,2,0), (0,9,0), 
(4,0,1)} triad of interacting states. Using these parameters and the value of the transition 
dipole moment operator determined from a fit of a selection of experimental line intensities, 
the synthetic spectrum of the 43 band was generated and is provided as Supplementary 
Material.  
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1. Introduction 
Nitrogen dioxide (
14
N
16
O2) is an important atmospheric trace species involved in the 
photochemistry of the stratosphere and in the pollution of the troposphere. Accurate 
measurements of NO2 concentration in the atmosphere are now commonly performed in the 
6.2 and 3.4 m regions which correspond to the 3 and 1 + 3 bands, respectively, by means 
of infrared remote sensing methods [1, 2]. For this reason numerous detailed spectroscopic 
studies of the 
14
N
16
O2 absorption bands were performed from the microwave up to the 1.7 m 
region [3-11]. The results of these studies lead to lists of NO2 line positions and intensities 
[12] which are now implemented in spectroscopic databases such as HITRAN [13] and 
GEISA [14]. 
14
N
16
O2 is an asymmetric rotor exhibiting in the infrared region a spectrum with a doublet 
structure due to the electron spin-rotation interaction, and a hyperfine structure in microwave 
and far infrared spectral regions. Also depending on the spectral range of interest, one has to 
consider rovibrational interactions in order to account for the measured line positions and 
intensities. Indeed strong C-type Coriolis resonances are coupling the spin-rotational levels of 
the (v1, v2, v3) and (v1, v22, v3 1) vibrational states [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15]. In addition, for the 
first triad of interacting states {(1,0,0),(0,2,0),(0,0,1)}, a weaker C-type Coriolis resonance 
connects the (1,0,0) and (0,0,1) energy levels [6].  
It is also important to understand the complex absorption behavior of the NO2 species at high 
energies. Using the laser induced dispersed fluorescence (LIDFS) technique, the complete set 
of the 191 lowest vibrational levels of the X
2
A1 ground electronic state, up to 10000 cm
–1
 was 
measured [16]. However, at wavelengths smaller than 2.5 m only some NO2 infrared bands 
were the subject of detailed rotational analysis, like the 21+3, 33 [11], 31+3 [17] and 
1+33 [15] bands located at 4179.938, 4754.209, 5437.54 and 5984.705 cm
-1
, respectively. 
Indeed in this frequency range, the absorption bands become extremely weak, except for 
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series of A-type bands corresponding to (v1,v2,v3)-(0,0,0) vibrational transitions with, v3=odd 
for symmetry reasons, high vibrational excitation of the stretching modes (v1+v3= high), and 
no excitation of the bending mode (v2=0). One has to underline that during the investigation 
of the 1+33 band [15], additional high order vibration-rotation interactions involving 
vibrational states differing by a large number of vibrational quanta were identified in addition 
to the resonances classically observed in the infrared region. It is interesting to search for such 
high order resonances by investigating NO2 bands at higher frequency.  
The present work is devoted to the analysis of the 43 band near 6677 cm
-1
. This band is 
the highest combination band of nitrogen dioxide in the X
2
A1 ground state reported so far at 
high-resolution. The spectrum was recorded in Grenoble by CW-Cavity Ring Down 
Spectroscopy (CW-CRDS). The analysis was performed by using a Hamiltonian matrix which 
explicitly accounts for the electron spin-rotation resonances, Coriolis-type resonances and 
anharmonic interactions.  
 
2. Experimental details 
The high-sensitivity absorption spectrum of nitrogen dioxide was recorded in the 6575-6700 
cm
-1 
region. The fibered distributed feedback (DFB) laser CW-CRDS spectrometer used for 
these recordings has been described in Refs.[18-20]. Each DFB laser diode has a typical 
tuning range of about 35 cm
-1
 by temperature tuning from -5°C to 60°C. Five DFB laser 
diodes were sufficient to cover the 6575-6700 cm
-1 
region of interest. The stainless steel 
ringdown cell (l= 2 m, = 10 mm) is fitted by a pair of super-mirrors. The reflectivity of the 
used mirrors corresponds to ring down times of about ~ 70 s. About one hundred ringdown 
events were averaged for each spectral data point, and the complete temperature scan of one 
DFB laser required about 70 minutes. Our achieved noise equivalent absorption is typically 
min~ 3×10
-10
 cm
-1
 over the whole spectrum but in the present case, the absence of spectral 
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sections free of absorption lines made its estimation difficult. The pressure of the nitrogen 
dioxide sample (Sigma Aldrich, 99% purity) was fixed to 10.0 Torr measured by a 
capacitance gauge, and the cell temperature was 297 K. In these conditions, the nitrogen 
dioxide sample consists in a mixture of NO2 and N2O4. The monomer partial pressure was 
determined using the equation: 
P(NO2)
2
 =  Kp. P(N2O4)         (1) 
where KP is the equilibrium constant whose value is about 81 Torr at 297 K [21]. The 
resulting NO2 partial pressure is P(NO2)=  9.0 (1) Torr . 
Each 35 cm
-1
 wide spectrum recorded with one DFB laser was calibrated independently on 
the basis of the wavelength values provided by a Michelson-type wavemeter (Burleigh WA-
1650, 60 MHz resolution and 100 MHz accuracy). The calibration was further refined by 
stretching the whole spectrum in order to match accurate positions of reference lines of H2O 
present as an impurity in the sample. The H2O line positions as provided in the HITRAN 
database [13] were used for calibration. The typical uncertainty on the line positions is 
estimated to be 1×10
-3
 cm
-1
. An overview of the spectrum between 6620 and 6700 cm
–1
 is 
included in Fig. 1. 
 
3. Analysis 
3.1. Assignment 
Nitrogen dioxide is an asymmetric rotor which is rather close to the prolate symmetric top 
limit, due to the value of its rotational constants (A~8.0023, B~0.4337, C~0.4104 cm
-1
 in the 
ground vibrational state [5]). According to symmetry properties, the 41+3 band is an A-type 
band with only Ka = even transitions. However since NO2 is a near prolate symmetric top, 
only Ka = 0 transitions are observable. 
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In principle 
14
N
16
O2 exhibits a spectrum with doublet structure due to the electron spin–
rotation interaction. However, for A-type bands the observed doublets, which correspond to 
the difference of the spin–rotation splittings in the upper and lower states of each transition, 
are usually weak. The rather large Doppler linewidths in the studied region (FWHM~0.006 
cm
-1
 at 1.5 µm) made these doublets difficult to resolve in our spectrum. These observations 
were possible for low Ka values (Ka=0,1,2) or for small N values as illustrated in Figs. 2 and 
3. 
The analysis of the 41+3 band was not easy. The Q branch is rather congested as usual for 
A-type bands (see Fig. 4). The R branch is also very crowded due to a turn around near 6691 
cm
-1
 (see Fig. 5). For this reason, it is not always possible to rely on combination differences 
relations for the identification of weaker lines in the P branch. Indeed lines present in the low 
frequency range of the 41+3 band may belong to hot bands (which contribute for about 10% 
of the total band intensity) or to minor isotopic species present in the sample in natural 
abundance. 
The analysis was initiated by following series of regular patterns in the P branch. Examples of 
such rather regular series are given in Fig. 2. The ground state energy levels were calculated 
using the ground state parameters of Ref. [5] and added to the measured line positions to get 
the experimental upper state energy levels. These upper state levels were introduced in a least-
squares fit in order to get a first set of upper state parameters (vibrational energy and 
rotational and spin- rotational constants) for the (4,0,1) state. Then, a preliminary synthetic 
spectrum of the 41+3 band was generated which allowed for new assignments. The initial 
energy level calculations were performed considering only the spin-rotation interactions 
within the (4,0,1) vibrational state, but at a given step of the analysis, it was necessary to 
include vibration-rotation interactions involving the energy levels of the (4,0,1) state with 
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those of the (4,2,0) and (0,9,0) dark vibrational states. This process was repeated iteratively 
until no more lines could be assigned.  
The search for extra lines from the dark 41+22 and 92 dark bands was unsuccessful 
because of the spectral congestion of the CRDS spectrum due to hot bands, minor isotopic 
species or impurities (see Fig. 3 for example). The final results of the analysis are summarized 
in Table 1. Overall 532 energy levels could be derived. They are provided as Supplementary 
Material. 
 
3.2. Energy level calculation 
The first energy levels calculation were performed accounting for the spin-rotation 
interactions within both (4,0,1) and (4,2,0) together with the vibration-rotation resonances 
involving energy levels from the (4,0,1) bright state with those from the (4,2,0) dark state. 
Indeed, this Coriolis-type resonance, which involves the (v1,v2,v3)  (v1,v22,v3 1) 
resonating vibrational states, is commonly encountered in the NO2 molecule [6, 8-11, 15]. 
However, it was impossible to reproduce the (4,0,1) energy levels for N35 or Ka4. In 
addition for Ka=0 and 5 N 19, the calculated energy are shifted relative to the observed 
ones by about 0.01 cm
-1
. This leads to apparent overestimated intensities in the 6645-6650 
and 6680-6686 cm
-1
 of the P and R-branches, respectively which is apparent on the upper 
panel of Fig. 1. It was clear that additional vibration-rotation resonances had to be taken into 
account.  
The list of the dark vibrational states [16] possibly interacting with the (4,0,1) bright state is 
presented in Table 2. Depending on the symmetry of the (v1,v2,v3) dark state, the (v1,v2,v3) ↔ 
(4,0,1) resonance coupling may be anharmonic (for odd values of v3) or C-type Coriolis (for 
even values of v3). We investigated one by one all the possible resonance interactionsn  
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High order anharmonic resonances may play an important role. For instance, Delon et al 
introduced the    1 2 3 1 2 3v ,v ,v v 3,v 1,v 2    coupling in the effective vibrational 
Hamiltonian that they developed to reproduce the complete set of 191 vibrational levels up to 
10000 cm
–1
 Ref. [16]. Accordingly, the possible existence of the (4,0,1) ↔ (1,1,3) 
anharmonic resonance was considered in the present analysis, but without success. 
Finally, it appeared that the dark state at 6705.23 cm
-1
, identified as (0,9,0) in Ref. [16], is 
responsible for most of the observed additional perturbations. Therefore, three interacting 
states {(4,2,0), (0,9,0), (4,0,1)} are involved in the final modeling which used the Hamiltonian 
matrix given in Table 3. This final calculation takes explicitly into account the electron spin-
rotation interactions within each of the (4,2,0), (0,9,0) and (4,0,1) vibrational states together 
with the (4,2,0) ↔ (4,0,1) and (0,9,0) ↔ (4,0,1) Coriolis type interactions and an anharmonic 
resonance linking the (4,2,0) and (0,9,0) energy levels.  
The 532 spin-rotation energy levels of the (4,0,1) state obtained in this work, together with the 
experimental vibrational energy of the (4,2,0) and (0,9,0) states [16] were introduced at their 
estimated uncertainty in a least-squares calculation to fit the parameters of the upper {(4,2,0), 
(0,9,0), (4,0,1)} interacting states. The vibrational energies and rotational, spin-rotational and 
coupling constants deduced from the fit together with their estimated uncertainties are listed 
in Table 4. Only some of the rotational and spin-rotational constants could be fitted for the 
(4,2,0) and (0,9,0) dark states, the other ones being fixed to their ground state values [5].  
The results of the energy levels calculations proved to be rather satisfactory, as can be seen 
from the standard deviation (2.4×10
-3
 cm
-1
) and statistical analysis given in the lower part of 
Table 1. However, the (obs.-calc.) values included in the Supplementary Material show that 
some (4,0,1) spin-rotation energy levels could not be reproduced within their experimental 
uncertainty (on the order of 1.0×10
-3
 cm
-1
). This may be the result of a lack of information 
relative to the (4,2,0) and  (0,9,0) dark states, except for the LIDFS vibrational energies [16]. 
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The fitted value of the vibrational energy of the (4,0,1) state (E401=6676.8796(14)cm
1
) is 
very close to the LIDFS value (E401 = 6676.86 cm
1
) Ref. [16].  
The 2 vibrational mode is associated with the NO2 bending mode and according to the 
vibration-rotation parameters derived from microwave studies [22], the A rotational constant 
is expected to increase significantly with the v2 vibrational quantum number. For example, the 
experimental values of the 00 2v
A  progression are A000 = 8.00235469 cm–1 [5], A010 = 
8.37412738 cm
–1
 [4], A020 = 8.7787058 cm
–1
 [7], A030 = 9.20316 cm
–1
 [8], A040 = 9.8075 cm
–1
 
[9], A080 = 12.45212 cm
-1
 [15], respectively. Our fitted values of the A rotational constant of 
the (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) vibrational states (A090=10.6259(25) and A420=12.3059(67) cm
-1
), 
differ significantly from the values extrapolated using the Ae equilibrium rotational constant 
and the 
0
i
A  and 
ij
A  (first and second order, respectively) vibration-rotation constants 
derived in Ref. [22] (
Predicted
A090 ~ 12.5 cm
–1 
 and 
Predicted
A420 ~ 9.3 cm
–1
). Nevertheless, we 
note that the predicted variation of the sum of the A rotational constants 
Predicted
(A090+A420-
2×A000 -)~ 5.8 cm
–1
 is in good agreement with the experimental value ~ 6.9 cm
–1
. It indicates 
that the (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) dark states are strongly mixed by anharmonic resonances and that 
the fitted values of their A rotational constants are highly correlated. 
Therefore, and contrary to what could be done in Ref. [15], the fitted values of the rotational 
constant cannot be used to confirm the (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) vibrational assignments proposed in 
Ref. [16] for the states located at 6705.23 cm
1
 and 6653.54 cm
1
.  
Let us consider in more details the interactions between the energy levels of the {(4,2,0), 
(0,9,0), (4,0,1)} triad. 
The (0,9,0)  (4,2,0) anharmonic resonance 
The quality of the least squares fit calculation was significantly improved by including a weak 
but significant anharmonic interaction in 2zN  linking the (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) vibrational energy 
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levels. More explicitly, the Ka=4-6 energy levels of the (0,9,0)  (4,2,0) interacting states are 
strongly mixed (up to 50% for Ka=6) within a Ka=0 resonance. 
The (0,9,0)  (4,0,1) and (4,2,0)  (4,0,1) Coriolis resonances: 
This resonance interaction connects the Ka = 7 energy levels of the (4,0,1) state to the Ka = 6 
levels of the (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) dark states. Both dark states are contributing to this interaction 
because their Ka = 6 series are themselves strongly mixed by anharmonic resonances and the 
dominant contribution cannot be discriminated. The mixing coefficient of the rotational levels 
of the (4,2,0) dark state reaches its maximum of 45% at N’ around 12.  
In addition, for odd N values, the Ka = 1 energy levels of the (4,0,1) state are resonating with 
the [N, Ka=2, Kc=N-1] levels of the (4,2,0) dark state. In this case, the resonance reaches its 
maximum at N=35. 
In Ref. [15], an unexpected Coriolis resonance involving the (0,8,0) and (1,0,3) resonating 
states was pointed out for the first time. This was a surprise for NO2 because the interacting 
vibrational states differ by twelve vibrational quanta.  
In the present study, the existence of a strong anharmonic resonance coupling the (0,9,0) and 
(4,2,0) dark states provides a partial explanation to the existence of C-type Coriolis 
resonances coupling the (4,0,1) state to both (0,9,0) and (4,2,0) states.  
The high order resonances evidenced in the 1+33 band [15] and in the present study of the 
41+3 band show that the description of the vibrational states in the classical normal mode 
scheme begins to fail for vibrational excitations higher than 5900 cm
–1
. 
 
3.3. Line intensities and synthetic spectrum 
Except for UV-VIS cross sections in the 10000–42000 cm-1 spectral range [23], to the best of 
our knowledge, no quantitative intensities measurements are available for nitrogen dioxide 
above 5000 cm
-1
.The intensities of 64 individual lines of the 41+3 line were measured by 
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using a multiline fitting program and assuming a Voigt line profile. Considering the 
congestion of the spectrum and the uncertainty associated with the estimation of the NO2 
partial pressure in the sample, we estimate to 20 % the uncertainty on the reported absolute 
values of the intensities. For these measurements, taking into account the partial pressure of 
the dimer (N2O4) and the isotopic abundance (aMain=0.991616 [24]), the partial pressure of the 
main 
14
N
16
O2 isotopic species is estimated to be P= 8.9 Torr . 
The method used to compute NO2 line intensities was extensively described in Refs. [3, 6] 
and only the relevant points are recalled here. The intensity of a line N~k  for a pure 
14
N
16
O2 
isotopic sample is given (in cm
–1
/(molecule cm
–2
)) by:  
3
N UUL L
ν L
0
EE g8π
k exp exp R
3hc4π kT kT Z(T)
    
       
     
.                                                         (2) 
In this expression EL and EU are the lower and upper levels of the transition, and 
 U LE E / hc    is the wavenumber of the transition.      vib rotZ T Z T Z T   is the total 
partition function including the nuclear spin contribution ( 312L  Ig  for 
14
N
16
O2). 
According to Refs. [3,6], Z(296 K) = 13618 which is in reasonable agreement with the 
HITRAN value [13]. The transition moment is expressed as: 
2
U U U U U U ' L L L L L
L a c Z a cR V , N K K SJ V , N K K SJ  ,                                                          (3) 
where U and L refer to upper and lower state, respectively. The vibrational state is denoted by 
321 v,v,vV  and 
'
Z  is the transformed dipole-moment operator of the 41+3 band, 
which for an A-type band takes the following form:  
za
)401)(000('
Z
)401)(000(          (4) 
where z represents the direction cosines z. Indeed it appeared that the whole set of line 
intensities could be reproduced without taking into account higher order rotational operators 
(Herman Wallis type) in the expansion of the transition moment operator. 
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In this condition, the 41+3 line intensities are proportional to 
(000)(401) 2
a  and the 
absolute value of the a
)401)(000(  constant: 
a = 2.310
–4
 (10 %) Debye                                                                                      (5) 
was determined through a least squares fit performed on the set of the experimental intensities 
values (see Table 5). The comparison of the observed and calculated intensities included in 
Table 5 shows a satisfactory agreement.  
Using the vibrational energies and rotational, spin-rotational, and coupling constants given in 
Table 3 for the upper resonating {(4,2,0), (0,9,0), (4,0,1)} vibrational states and the 
parameters in Ref. [5] for the ground (000) vibrational state, a comprehensive list of line 
positions was generated for the 41+3 band. Since several perturbations due to (4,2,0) and 
(0,9,0) dark states are not accounted for correctly in our calculation (see the discussion in 
section 3), the line positions were adjusted whenever possible, using the experimentally 
determined values of the (4,0,1) upper levels (see Supplementary Materials). The line 
intensities were computed using the value of the 
a  constant given in Eq.(5).  
The calculation was performed at 296 K using an intensity cut-off of 110–28 cm–1/(molecule 
cm
–2
), as well as maximum values of 61 for N and 9 for Ka. The synthetic spectrum including 
4893 lines between 6556 and 6915 cm
–1 
is provided as Supplementary Material.. 
The resulting calculated integrated band intensities (at 296 K) are S401= 1.3710
–21
 cm
–
1
/(molecule cm
–2
), S420 = 0.3510
–24
 cm
–1
/(molecule cm
–2
) and S090 = 0.3210
–23
 cm
–
1
/(molecule cm
–2
) for the 41+3, 41+22 and 92 bands, respectively.  
Finally, it is possible to get an estimation of the band intensity by estimating the hot bands 
contribution in the harmonic approximation through the usual expression: 
S1.5µm = Zvib(296 K)( S401 + S420 + S090)                                                                                  (6) 
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with Zvib(296 K) = 1.029 [12]. In this way the value S1.5 µm (296K)= 1.45 10
–21
 cm
–
1
/(molecule cm
–2
) is obtained.  
The experimental and calculated spectra of the 41+3 band of NO2 are compared in Figs. 
15. An overview of the 41+3 band and a portion of the P branch near 6263.5 cm
–1
 are 
presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Fig. 3 shows a section of the low frequency range 
of the P branch: in this region lines involving rather high N and Ka values are observable 
(N=34 and 35 and Ka 8). In Figs. 4 and 5, the comparison is displayed for the congested Q 
and R branches, respectively. In all cases, the agreement between the observed and calculated 
spectra is very good, confirming the quality of the calculation. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The high-resolution Cavity Ring Down laser spectrum of nitrogen dioxide was recorded near 
1.5 m which allowed the first extensive analysis of the 41+3 band of 
14
N
16
O2. This band is 
the highest combination band of nitrogen dioxide in the X
2
A1 ground state, analyzed so far at 
high-resolution. A Hamiltonian matrix which accounts for Coriolis, electron spin-rotation and 
anharmonic interactions was constructed for the determination of the experimental spin-
rotation energy levels of the {(4,2,0), (0,9,0), (4,0,1)} interacting states of NO2. Using the 
reproduced energy levels a comprehensive list of line positions and of reasonably estimated 
line intensities of the 41+3 band of 
14
N
16
O2 has been generated. 
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–1
 and the quoted errors correspond to one standard deviation.  
a 
From Ref. [5].  
Constants marked with # were held fixed to the ground state values [5]. 
 
Table 5 
List of line intensities measured for the 41+3 band of NO2.  
The first and second columns give the calculated line position and intensities, the upper and 
lower rotational N, Ka and Kc quantum numbers. In the J columns, + and – stand for J=N+1/2 
and J=N-1/2, respectively. The last two columns give the experimental line positions and 
intensities.  
# The intensities are given in 10
-24
 cm
-1
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-2
) at 296K. 
$ For the unresolved doublets, the total line intensity is given. 
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Figure captions   
 
Fig. 1. Overview of the absorption spectrum of nitrogen dioxide in the 6620-6700 cm
–1
 
spectral range. In both panels, the CRDS spectrum (upper trace) and the calculated spectra 
(lower trace) are displayed. A small section of the experimental spectrum around 6655 cm
-1
 is 
not displayed because it shows a number of saturated lines. The agreement between the 
observed and calculated spectra is significantly better when both the (0,9,0)(4,0,1) and 
(4,2,0)(4,0,1) Coriolis resonances are taken into account (“full calc”, in the lower panel) 
than when only the  (4,2,0)(4,0,1) Coriolis resonances are considered (upper panel). The 
sample pressure of the CRDS spectrum was 10.0 Torr. 
 
Fig. 2. Portion of the P branch of the1+3 band in the 6669 cm
–1
 region.  
Upper trace: experimental spectrum. Lower trace: calculated spectrum. The assignments are 
for the upper state N and Ka values. For Ka≥4, the lines are split in two spin-rotation 
subcomponents noted by a black and open triangle for J=N-1/2 and J=N+1/2, respectively.   
 
Fig.3. Portion of the P branch of the1+3 band in the 6631.5 cm
–1
 region 
The assignments are given for the upper N' values. For Ka=0 and 1, the observed spin-rotation 
splittings are indicated by open and black triangles for J’ = N’ + 1/2 and J’ = N’ – 1/2, 
respectively.  
 
Fig. 4. Portion of theQ branch of the 41+33 band in the 6676.5 cm
–1
 region.  
The assignments for the 
3aK
QQ subranch are given. Excellent agreement between the 
experimental and calculated lines is observed. 
 
Fig. 5. Portion of theR branch of the 41+3 band in the 6690 cm
–1
 region.  
The N' (upper level) values are given for the 
0K
Q
a
R

 series of transitions. 
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Table 1 
 
1+33 band 
1105 lines N  49, Ka  8 
Statistical analysis of the results 
Number of  spin-rotation levels: 532 
      0 ≤ ≤ 0.005 cm–1 65.1 % 
      0.005 ≤ ≤ 0.010 cm–1   19.5 % 
0.010 ≤ ≤ 0.020 cm–1   8.9 % 
0.020 ≤ ≤ 0.040 cm–1   5.4 % 
Standard deviation: 0.2410–2 cm–1  
 
calcobs EE   
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Table 2 
 
 
(v1 v2 v3)Sym. Ev 
(1,3,2) A1 6616.53
#
 
(4,2,0) A1 6653.54
#
 
(4,0,1) B1 6676.882 
$
 
(1,1,3) B1 6693.12 
#
 
(0,9,0) A1 6705.23
#
 
(0 ,7,1) B1 6761.44
#
 
 
#
Ref. [16] 
$ This work 
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Table 3 
 
Hamiltonian matrix  
 
 
J 
(4,2,0) (0,9,0) (4,0,1) 
N=J-1/2 N=J+1/2 N=J-1/2 N=J+1/2 N=J-1/2 N=J+1/2 
(4,2,0) 
N=J-1/2 
SR
vv vvH V  
SR
vvV  
Anh
vv'H   
C
vv'H   
N=J+1/2 SRvvV  
SR
vv vvH V   
Anh
vv'H   
C
vv'H  
(0,9,0) 
N=J-1/2 Anhvv'H   
SR
vv vvH V  
SR
vvV  
C
vv'H   
N=J+1/2  Anhvv'H  
SR
vvV  
SR
vvvv VH    
C
vv'H  
(4,0,1) 
N=J-1/2 Cvv'H   
C
vv'H   
SR
vvvv VH   
SR
vvV  
N=J+1/2  Cvv'H   
C
vv'H  
SR
vvV  
SR
vvvv VH   
 
vvH  : Watson’s A-type I
r
 representation Hamiltonian 
      2xyvv2vv2zvvvvvv NCB
2
1
CB
2
1
NCB
2
1
AEH 





 N
    
2
v 4 v 2 2 v 2 v 2 2 v 2 2
K z JK z J K z xy J xyΔ N Δ N Δ δ N ,N 2δ N    N N N  
   
2 3
v 6 v 4 2 v 2 2 v 2
K z KJ z JK z JH N H N H N H   N N N  
      ...N2hN,NhN,Nh 222yxvJ22xy2zvKJ2xy4zvK  NN  
 
SR
vvV  : Electron-spin rotation interactions 
     SNNNSN  2zvSKN2zzzz2vSNKvSNccvccbbvbbaavaaSRvv NΔNSSNΔ
2
1
ΔNSεNSεNSεV  
                  22zzzz22vSK22vSNz3zvSK NNSNSNNNδ
2
1
NNδSNΔ   SN  
 
C
vv'H  : Coriolis-type interactions 
      1C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 CC 2 2 2 3 3vv' y y z y x z x z zvv' vv' vv' vv' vv' vv'H h i N h iN N h iN +h N ,N h N ,N , N h N N ,...      N
 
Anh
vv'H  : Anharmonic interactions 
1Anh 2 AnhAnh 2 2
vv' z xyvv' vv'H h h N N  
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Table 4 
 
 (000)
a
 (4,2,0) (0,9,0) (4,0,1) 
Band centers and rotational constants 
Ev  6653.543(24) 6705.238(24) 6676.8796(14) 
A 8.00235469 12.30591(670) 10.62589(250) 8.028063(290) 
B 0.433706798 0.42376(140) 0.410771(700) 0.42153980(750) 
C 0.410442540 0.38947(150) 0.410021(680) 0.39703484(860) 
K 0.2687875710
–2
 # # 0.36367(130)10–2 
KN -0.19682210
–4
 # # -0.42819(700) 10–4 
N 0.299244710
–6
 3.774(250) 10–6 # 0.37063(220)10–6 
K   0.4054710
–5
 # # -7.143(240)10–5 
N   0.319277410
–7
 # # 1.0389(170) 10–7 
HK 0.30315710
–5
 # # 0.1412(170)10–5 
HKN -0.27043910
–7
 # # # 
HNK 0.299510
–10
 # # # 
HN 0.286610
–12
 # # # 
hK 0.2929710
–7
 # # -48.381(500)10–7 
hKN -0.363710
–10
 # # # 
hN 0.105710
–12
 # # # 
LK -0.5110410
–8
 # # 
 
# 
LKKN 0.3511710
–10
 # # # 
LKN 0.1215810
–12
 # # # 
PK 0.86710
–11
 # # # 
QK -0.843910
–14
 # # # 
Spin-rotational constants 
v
aaε  
0.180353006 0.19377(114) 0.4146(126) 0.158213(105) 
v
bbε  0.25783310
–3
 # # 0.3077(267)10–3 
v
ccε  -0.317810710
–2
 # # -0.31740(284)10–2 
Sv
KΔ  
-0.1760610–3 # # # 
Sv
NK
Sv
KN ΔΔ   0.600510
–6
 # # # 
Sv
NΔ  0.632210
–9
 # # # 
Sv
NKΔ  
0.167810–5 # # # 
Sv
Kδ  
0.376910–6 # # # 
Sv
Nδ  0.24410
–9
 # # # 
S
KH  0.2967310
–6
 # # # 
S
KL  -0.356910
–9
 # # # 
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C
vv'H  : Coriolis-type interactions 
      1C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 CC 2 2 2 3 3vv' y y z y x z x z zvv' vv' vv' vv' vv' vv'H h i N h iN N h iN +h N ,N h N ,N , N h N N ,...      N
 
 
 
Coupling constants 
Coriolis: (4,2,0)  (4,0,1) (0,9,0)  (4,0,1) 
yN i  -0.3327(150)10
–1
 -0.32673(500)10–1 
 2y zi N , N  0.2737(100)10–2  
2
yi N N  
0.1875(110)10–4  
 x zN ,N  -0.2007(400)10
–2
  
  2x z zN ,N , N  -0.52470(720)10–3  
 33- NN   -0.45871(530)10
–4
  
Anharmonic: (4,2,0)  (0,9,0) 
2
zN  
-0.90409(170) 
2
xyN  
0.1835(390)10–2 
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Table 5 
 
             
Sig calc 
Int-
calc 
#
 N' Ka' Kc' J' N" Ka" Kc" J" Sig exp 
Int 
Exp 
#
 
 
6638.8888 1.32 30 1 30 + 31 1 31 + 6638.8911 1.29  
6642.1080 1.58 28 1 28 + 29 1 29 + 6642.1076 1.54  
6642.1183 1.52 28 1 28 - 29 1 29 - 6642.1200 1.66  
6645.2195 1.85 26 1 26 + 27 1 27 + 6645.2180 2.16  
6646.5887 1.84 25 1 24 - 26 1 25 - 6646.5893 3.61 $ 
6646.5899 1.91 25 1 24 + 26 1 25 +    
6646.7659 1.67 25 2 23 - 26 2 24 - 6646.7675 3.01 $ 
6646.7674 1.73 25 2 23 + 26 2 24 +    
6649.5247 2.10 23 1 22 - 24 1 23 - 6649.5254 4.34 $ 
6649.5259 2.19 23 1 22 + 24 1 23 +    
6649.6126 2.21 23 0 23 - 24 0 24 - 6649.6154 4.37 $ 
6649.6150 2.31 23 0 23 + 24 0 24 +    
6649.7020 1.89 23 2 21 - 24 2 22 - 6649.7028 4.30 $ 
6649.7022 1.97 23 2 21 + 24 2 22 +    
6652.3577 2.33 21 1 20 - 22 1 21 - 6652.3586 4.04 $ 
6652.3589 2.44 21 1 20 + 22 1 21 +    
6652.4513 2.46 21 0 21 - 22 0 22 - 6652.4510 5.02 $ 
6652.4535 2.57 21 0 21 + 22 0 22 +    
6656.6077 2.66 18 1 18 - 19 1 19 - 6656.6104 6.37 $ 
6656.6106 2.80 18 1 18 + 19 1 19 +    
6656.6266 2.33 18 2 17 - 19 2 18 - 6656.6291 3.99 $ 
6656.6300 2.46 18 2 17 + 19 2 18 +    
6660.3300 2.86 15 0 15 - 16 0 16 - 6660.3341 5.29 $ 
6660.3341 3.05 15 0 15 + 16 0 16 +    
6662.6807 2.70 13 1 12 - 14 1 13 - 6662.6819 4.60 $ 
6662.6823 2.90 13 1 12 + 14 1 13 +    
6662.7567 2.83 13 0 13 - 14 0 14 - 6662.7570 5.09 $ 
6662.7585 3.04 13 0 13 + 14 0 14 +    
6662.8660 2.39 13 2 11 - 14 2 12 - 6662.8697 5.42 $ 
6662.8707 2.57 13 2 11 + 14 2 12 +    
6663.0024 1.90 13 3 10 - 14 3 11 - 6663.0029 3.74 $ 
6663.0032 2.05 13 3 10 + 14 3 11 +    
6666.4489 1.70 10 3 8 - 11 3 9 - 6666.4500 1.89  
6666.4578 1.86 10 3 8 + 11 3 9 + 6666.4588 1.52  
6667.5475 1.58 9 3 6 - 10 3 7 - 6667.5483 1.39  
6667.5580 1.75 9 3 6 + 10 3 7 + 6667.5603 1.42  
6668.6183 1.44 8 3 6 - 9 3 7 - 6668.6197 1.53  
6669.6859 1.45 7 3 4 + 8 3 5 + 6669.6858 1.52  
6671.5761 1.48 5 2 3 + 6 2 4 + 6671.5762 1.64  
6681.3566 1.85 6 1 6 + 5 1 5 + 6681.3553 1.64  
6681.3658 1.56 6 1 6 - 5 1 5 - 6681.3647 1.47  
6681.5376 1.51 6 2 5 + 5 2 4 + 6681.5375 1.70  
6682.6338 2.05 8 1 8 - 7 1 7 - 6682.6315 2.38  
  
24 
24 
6682.8468 1.98 8 2 7 + 7 2 6 + 6682.8456 2.29  
6682.8629 1.75 8 2 7 - 7 2 6 - 6682.8611 1.69  
6682.9713 1.49 8 3 6 + 7 3 5 + 6682.9709 1.38  
6683.0003 1.33 8 3 6 - 7 3 5 - 6683.0009 1.59  
6683.4708 2.17 9 2 7 + 8 2 6 + 6683.4695 2.26  
6683.4889 1.95 9 2 7 - 8 2 6 - 6683.4831 2.07  
6683.5871 1.67 9 3 6 + 8 3 5 + 6683.5875 1.53  
6683.6132 1.50 9 3 6 - 8 3 5 - 6683.6114 1.33  
6683.7895 2.70 10 1 10 + 9 1 9 + 6683.7867 2.42  
6683.7931 2.44 10 1 10 - 9 1 9 - 6683.795 2.00  
6684.0502 2.34 10 2 9 + 9 2 8 + 6684.0501 2.40  
6684.0643 2.12 10 2 9 - 9 2 8 - 6684.0622 2.54  
6684.1998 1.65 10 3 8 - 9 3 7 - 6684.1988 1.51  
6684.6337 2.48 11 2 9 + 10 2 8 + 6684.6299 2.40  
6684.6399 2.26 11 2 9 - 10 2 8 - 6684.6405 2.21  
6684.7677 1.78 11 3 8 - 10 3 7 - 6684.7617 1.74  
6684.8441 2.97 12 1 12 + 11 1 11 + 6684.8417 2.73  
6684.8475 2.73 12 1 12 - 11 1 11 - 6684.8516 2.99  
6684.8698 1.41 11 4 7 + 10 4 6 + 6684.8664 1.57  
6685.4378 1.39 12 4 9 - 11 4 8 - 6685.4353 1.42  
6685.4994 3.17 13 0 13 + 12 0 12 + 6685.4968 3.00  
6685.5011 2.94 13 0 13 - 12 0 12 - 6685.5014 3.32  
6686.2844 2.17 14 3 12 + 13 3 11 + 6686.2842 2.66  
6686.3000 2.02 14 3 12 - 13 3 11 - 6686.2990 2.17  
6687.7459 1.66 17 4 13 + 16 4 12 + 6687.7460 1.92  
6687.7651 1.57 17 4 13 - 16 4 12 - 6687.7644 1.38  
6687.8327 2.73 18 2 17 + 17 2 16 + 6687.8305 2.87  
6688.8602 1.50 20 4 17 - 19 4 16 - 6688.8599 1.37  
6688.9925 2.00 21 3 18 + 20 3 17 + 6688.9907 2.01  
6689.0364 2.70 23 0 23 + 22 0 22 + 6689.0330 3.27  
6689.0388 2.58 23 0 23 - 22 0 22 - 6689.0465 2.38  
6689.1672 1.45 21 4 17 - 20 4 16 - 6689.1750 1.22  
6689.2739 1.92 22 3 20 + 21 3 19 + 6689.2702 1.69  
6689.2782 1.83 22 3 20 - 21 3 19 - 6689.2820 1.84  
 
# The intensities are given in 10
-24
  cm
-1
/(molecule.cm
-2
) at 296K. 
$ For the unresolved doublets, the total line intensity is given. 
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